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I. INTRODUCTION

RACER1 is a particle-transport Monte Carlo code that
utilizes a continuous-energy treatment for neutrons and
neutron cross section data. Until recently, neutron cross sec-
tions in the unresolved resonance range (URR) have been
treated in RACER using smooth, dilute-average representa-
tions. This paper describes how RACER has been modified

to use probability tables2'3 to treat cross sections in the
URR, and the computer codes that have been developed to
compute the tables from the unresolved resonance parame-
ters contained in ENDF/B4 data files. A companion paper5

presents results of Monte Carlo calculations that demon-
strate the effect of the use of probability tables versus the
use of dilute-average cross sections for the URR.

The next section provides a brief review of the proba-
bility table method as implemented in the RACER system.
The production of the probability tables for use by RACER
takes place in two steps. The first step is the generation of
probability tables from the nuclear parameters contained in
the ENDF/B data files. This step, and the code written to
perform it, are described in Section HI. The tables produced
are at energy points determined by the ENDF/B parameters
and/or accuracy considerations. The tables actually used in
the RACER calculations are obtained in the second step
from those produced in the first. These tables are generated
at energy points specific to the RACER calculation. Section
IV describes this step and the code written to implement it,
as well as modifications made to RACER to enable it to use
the tables. Finally, some results and conclusions are pre-
sented in Section V.

II. THE PROBABILITY TABLE METHOD

In the URR the detailed variation of the cross sections
versus energy is—by definition—unknown. For some
nuclides information is available, however, that could allow
one to estimate probability distribution functions (PDFs)

for the cross section magnitudes. Let p t (c , E)dcs be the

probability that, at energy £ in the URR, the total cross sec-

tion for some nuclide will lie in da about a . The first

moment of this distribution,

(1)

is the 'dilute-average' cross section for that nuclide. The
dilute-average partial (e.g., elastic scattering, capture, etc.)
cross section of type-oc may be defined in an analogous
manner, i.e.,

where pt =

da a pa(a, E),

and hence <ot) = X<°a>

(2)

required. In the past, RACER has used these dilute-average
values to represent the cross sections in the URR. Since
these cross sections exhibit no resonance structure, how-
ever, use of them in a Monte Carlo calculation causes any
energy self-shielding effects to be missed entirely. The
probability table method is a way to approximately account
for URR energy self-shielding effects in Monte Carlo cal-
culations. It should be pointed out, however, that use of this
method is neither limited to the URR or to Monte Carlo cal-
culations (see, for example, Ref. 6). As the principles
behind the probability table method have been discussed in

detail elsewhere,2'3 only a brief description tailored to the
specific application of interest will be given here. Details
would differ for multigroup and/or non-URR applications.

The range of total cross section values is divided into N

"bands", where band n is the interval (6B_i»6, ,) ,

w = 1 N. The an are the band boundaries, with



d 0 = 0 , an_i<an, and d # = <».a Now, consider an

energy E within the URR of some nuclide. The band-n

probability for that nuclide, denoted pn(E), is the probabil-

ity that the magnitude of the total cross section lies within

the band, i.e.,

dopt(c,E). (3)

The band n total cross section is simply defined as the first
moment of the cross section distribution within the band,

*<»«<**>• (4)

To illustrate how these quantities may be used in a Monte
Carlo calculation, consider a neutron history which has
undergone a collision resulting in an exit energy, £exi t, in
the URR of some nuclide. At this point in the calculation, a
determination has to be made as to what total cross section
value to use for that nuclide in computing the quantities
(such as mean free path) required to track the history to its
next collision. This is done by using the band probabilities
to randomly sample a band number such that band n is
selected with probability PniE^), and then employing

°t, «(^eadt) m ^ tracking calculations for that history until

such time as its energy changes. This process is performed
independently for each nuclide for which the exit energy
lies in the URR. When a subsequent collision results in a
new neutron energy, the probability table data are resam-
pled to obtain updated cross section values for those
nuclides for which the new exit energy is in the URR. Note
that in the probability table method there is no correlation
between the pre- and post-collision cross section values.
This is an inherent approximation in the method, but is

quite small for typical reactor calculations.3

In addition to values for the total cross section, Monte
Carlo calculations also require partial cross section values.
It is essential that the correlation between the total and par-
tial cross section values be preserved, and that the sum of
the partials equals the total. In the probability table method,

aIn practice, d 0 is set to negative infinity. This is done
because approximations in the single-level Breit-Wigner
formulae used in the code to compute the probability tables
can sometimes give rise to values for the elastic scattering
cross section that are slightly less than zero.

therefore, the total and partial cross section values are not
sampled independently. Instead, the same sampled band
number specifies the total as well as all partial cross sec-
tions. The band n partial cross section of type a is defined
as

(5)

dapt(c,E)fd&o'qa(o',E\a)

where qa(a',E\a)da' is the conditional probability at

energy E that the partial cross section of type a lies in da"

about a' given that the total cross section at the same

energy is a .

For non-isothermal calculations, the preceding discus-
sion must be generalized to include the effect of Doppler
broadening. Following a collision for which the exit energy
lies in the URR, a band number is sampled as described
above. The band cross sections used for that history are
determined by both the sampled band number and the tem-
perature of the region in which the collision occurred.
When the history moves to a region with a different temper-
ature, the cross section values used are those for the same
band number but the new temperature. To preserve the cor-
relation between cross section values at different tempera-
tures, the same band probabilities must be used regardless
of the temperature of the region in which the collision
occurred. Since the PDF for the total cross section is tem-
perature-dependent, some temperature must be specified to
define the band probabilities. The value used for this tem-
perature—referred to here as the master temperature and
denoted by To—is arbitrary. The value for To employed by

some previous researchers7 in this area is the lowest tem-
perature for which the probability table data is to be com-
puted. The band probabilities and total and partial band
cross sections at energy E and temperature T may now be
defined as

Pn(E,T0)

atn(E,T;T0)

1

J?" dopt(a,E,T0), (6)

(7)

dcpt(cfEyT0)



and

(8)

dcpt(<5,E,TQ)

In eqs. (6) - (8), pt(a, E, To) is the PDF for the total cross

section with the dependence on the master temperature

explicitly represented, #t(cr', E, T\a, T0)dc' is the condi-

tional probability that the total cross section at energy E and

temperature T lies in do1 about a' given that the total cross

section at that same energy but at temperature To is o , and

qa(<f,E, T\o, To) is the conditional probability that the

partial cross section of type a at energy E and temperature

T lies in do' about c ' given that the total cross section at

(E,T0) is o . The notation for the total and partial band cross

sections in Eqs. (7) and (8) has been generalized to explic-
itly show the dependence on both the material temperature
T and the master temperature To.

A probability table for a nuclide consists of the band
probabilities and the associated total and partial band cross
sections for a discrete number of temperatures. For the
application discussed here, the tables are computed at dis-
crete energy points within the URR.

m . GENERATING THE PROBABILITY TABLES

A code—named PROTAB—has been developed to gen-
erate URR probability tables from parameters provided in
the ENDF/B nuclear data files. This code performs the inte-
grations implied by eqs. (6) - (8) using a Monte Carlo algo-
rithm very similar to the one employed in the URR code8.
The basic principle involves the stochastic computation of
cross section values at specified energies within the URR in
such a way that the values are generated with a frequency
corresponding to that of the appropriate PDF. The computa-
tional kernel of the code is a loop over a user-specified

loop over M realizations
A stochastically generate partial cross section values at E for /temperatures (i = 0, . . . , / - l )

add partial cross sections saj to get total cross sections sui for all i
determine band number « such that &„ < &„
mH<r-mn

St,n,i<~St,n,i

for allot andi
for all/

pn<-mn/M

Figure 1: Kernel of the PROTAB Algorithm

number of trials, or realizations. Each time through the
loop, resonance energies and widths are sampled from
appropriate distribution functions and a realization of the
partial cross section variation with energy is constructed
about the table energy E for the master temperature as well
as all other temperatures for which tables are to be gener-
ated. A band number is determined based on which of the
pre-defined bands the total cross section at £ , evaluated at
the master temperature, falls within. A tally variable for this
band number is incremented by one, and a tally variable for
the corresponding band total and partial cross sections at
each temperature is incremented by the corresponding cross
section value at E computed for that realization. This algo-
rithm is described symbolically in Fig. 1, where the tally

variable for band n is denoted by mn, the tally variable for

band » partial cross section of type a at the Ith temperature
Tt by Sgj, and the corresponding stochastically-generated
partial cross section value for the realization by s^. As can
be seen, the band probabilities are computed as the fraction
of realizations for which the total cross section evaluated at
the master temperature falls within each band. The cross
sections for each band are computed as the average cross
section values for those realizations for which the total
cross section at the master temperature fells within the
band.

The single-level Breit-Wigner9 (SLBW) formulae are
used to construct the stochastic realizations of the cross sec-



tion values. For temperatures greater than absolute zero,8

the SLBW formula for the elastic scattering cross section at
energy E is

(9)

r f r , respectively. The y and x are the Doppler functions

(discussed later), with arguments given by

9,srr/A

and

(11)

Xr*2(E-Er)/rr, (12)

I
*nux

x ([cos(2<p,) - ( l _ ̂ - r)]V(9 r , Xr)

-sin(2<pz)Z(er,Xr)]

and for the other partial cross sections of type a (a = y for
capture, a = f for fission; note also the distinction between
the subscript 'n ' denoting elastic scattering and the index
'n' denoting band number)

(10)

The notation used is standard: A is the wave number of the
incident neutron, g is the spin statistical factor, and <J>J is

the negative of the hard-sphere phase shift. These quantities
are computed using information obtained from the ENDF/B
File 2 for the nuclide. The variables / and J are the neutron
orbital angular momentum and total angular momentum
quantum numbers, respectively, the summation limits of
which are provided in the ENDF/B file. The r summation is
over 31 u—a set of resonances for the (IJ) combination of
quantum numbers. The total, neutron, radiation, and fission
widths for resonance r are denoted as Fr, r n r , r , and

aPROTAB can also compute probability tables at absolute
zero using a procedure analogous to the one described here
for non-zero temperature.

where As j4k%TE/A is the Doppler width, A is the

atomic mass, and % is Boltzmann's constant. The first term
in each of eqs. (9) and (10) represents the contribution to
the cross section that is not included in the other terms. This
contribution (with some important exceptions, which will
be discussed later) is provided in ENDF/B File 3 as tabu-
lated point-wise data and interpolation laws.

Within the loop over realizations, PROTAB performs a
loop over the / quantum number and within that a loop over
the / quantum number. For each (IJ) combination, a set of
resonances 9ty about the table energy E is randomly sam-
pled from the appropriate distribution functions. The sepa-
ration in energy between the two resonances immediately to
each side of £ is sampled from XP W ( JC) , where

x = D/{DlJ),D is the sampled separation, {Dls) is the

mean level spacing for (IJ) resonances at energy E (tabu-
lated in the ENDF/B files), and fw(j:) is the Wigner

distribution9 for level spacings. The two resonances are
then assigned the energies E + Z,D and £ + ( £ - l ) £ > ,
where £ is a random number on the interval (0,1). Addi-
tional resonances are then placed at progressively higher
and lower energies by sampling the spacings from the
neighboring (IJ) resonances from the Wigner distribution.
Sufficient resonances are placed on either side of the table
energy such that the expected contribution from additional
resonances is negligible. For each sampled resonance, par-
tial widths are sampled from %2 distributions with zero to
four degrees of freedom. The number of degrees of freedom
to use is obtained from the ENDF/B file. The sampled reso-
nance energies and widths values are then used in Eqs. (9)
and (10) to compute values of the total partial cross sections
at £ . Using the same sampled resonances to compute all
partial cross sections at all temperatures for a realization
provides the desired correlations.

To determine cross section values using Eqs. (9) and
(10), PROTAB must evaluate the Doppler functions



and

(14)

where

W{z) = e z erfc(-iz) , z = ^ + 1 | . (15)

PROTAB uses the method described in Ref . 8 to determine
W(z) for values of |z| < 6 , specifically a two-dimensional
quadratic table interpolation in the complex plane of the
real and imaginary components of W. The tabulated values
are on a mesh with a spacing of 0.1 along the real and imag-
inary axes. For larger values of \z\ PROTAB uses the
approximation*'1"

(16)

where a t = [l + j273]/2 and o^ = [ l - V 2 / 3 ] / 2 .

In addition to computing the band probabilities and
cross sections, PROTAB estimates the statistical uncertainty
on each of these quantities. These values are useful in deter-
mining whether a sufficient number of realizations has been
performed. PROTAB also computes moments of the total
cross section distribution at the master temperature

(17)

which could then be used by other codes to generate
moments-preserving probability tables using techniques

such as Pad6 approximant and Gauss quadrature.1 *

The energies at which probability tables are computed
by PROTAB are determined in one of two ways. For those
nuclides for which the ENDF/B flags LRF=2 (all URR
parameters are energy-dependent) or for which LRF=1 and
LFW=l (fission widths are energy-dependent, other param-

eters are energy-independent), the tables are computed at
the energies for which the parameters are tabulated. For
those nuclides for which LRF=1 and LFW=0 (all parame-
ters are energy-independent), tables are generated on a vari-
able energy mesh with spacings small enough such that the
dilute-average total cross sections evaluated at the master
temperature differ by less than a user-specified tolerance
between neighboring energy points. The number of bands is
typically on the order of 100, and the bands may be equally
or logarithmically spaced.

IV. USING THE PROBABILITY TABLES IN RACER
MONTE CARLO CALCULATIONS

Cross section data for RACER is partitioned into energy
ranges referred to as supergroups. RACER processes histo-
ries one supergroup at a time, starting with the highest-
energy supergroup and proceeding successively down in
energy until the thermal supergroup is reached. The contin-
uous energy cross section data within a supergroup is

derived from NJOY.12 Within the URR this data represents
the dilute-average cross section, which is computed by

NJOY using the MC2-2 method.10'12 When a neutron his-
tory enters the URR—either by down-scattering from a
higher energy or by a source event—however, RACER does
not use this dilute-average value. Instead, it samples the
cross section as described in Sec. n from a probability table
defined at the midpoint of the supergroup. For supergroups
that contain a URR boundary, the table energy is deter-
mined by the midpoint of that portion of the URR that lies
within the supergroup. If no probability table has been pro-
vided at the temperature of the geometrical region of the
Monte Carlo model for which it is needed, the table at the
closest temperature is used.

Since the supergroup midpoints do not correspond to
the energies at which PROTAB computes the probability
tables, a table interpolation procedure has been imple-
mented to obtain the supergroup tables. This function is
handled by a code named CONTAB, which also collapses
the typically fine-band tables generated by PROTAB to typi-
cally coarser-band tables for use in RACER. In PROTAB, the
bands are determined by specifying the total cross section
values that separate a band from the adjacent band. The
band probability is then determined as the probability that
the total cross section lies between the two band bound-
aries. In CONTAB, however, one specifies Pm(E), the

probabilities to be associated with each band. The range of
cross sections spanned by a band is then determined by the
cumulative distribution function (CDF) for the total cross
section at the master temperature. CONTAB computes these
quantities using the discrete CDF for the fine-band indices



fn(E,T0)= r0), (18)
n'=l

where the pn are obtained firom the PROTAB calculation.

Hie partial cross section of type a for coarse-band m and
temperature / is then given by

where the o^nJE,T;T0) are the PROTAB band cross

sections,

Cm(E)m (20)
m ' = l

and / 1(£,,E, To) denotes the inverse of fn(E, To) and
gives the fine-band index number n corresponding to the
probability value %. To compute an interpolated probability
table for supergroup g at energy Eg, CONTAB first com-
putes coarse-band probability tables using eq. (19) at the
two PROTAB table energies that bracket Eg. This is done

using the same values of Pm for both tables. The band

cross sections at Eg are then determined by a straightfor-

ward linear interpolation.

If the supergroup probability tables were used directly
in the RACER calculation, the effective dilute-average cross
section would be flat across the supergroup. Instead, the
probability table method was implemented in such a way as
to preserve the ENDF/NJOY dilute average cross sections at
any energy within the supergroup. When RACER requires a
cross section in the URR at energy E within supergroup g
the band m value is randomly sampled with probability
Pm , the CONTAB probability for band m for supergroup
g. The value employed by the neutron history is given by

where
m

.8 m,g

(21)

—the CONTAB dilute-average

value at Eg. The expected value of the cross section given
by eq. (21) is just the NJOY value at E. This procedure is
performed for all partial cross sections.

There are several advantages to preserving the ENDF/
NJOY dilute-average cross sections. For some nuclides
(such as 235U) there is no smooth cross section component
included in ENDF/B File 3. Instead, for these nuclides (for
which the ENDF/B-6 flag LSSF=1) File 3 contains a con-
tinuous-energy representation of the dilute-average cross
section that presumably reflects the best information avail-
able. The variation of the File 3 dilute-average cross sec-
tions with energy has a detailed structure that cannot be
reproduced by probability tables based on the SLBW for-
mulae alone, but with the scheme given by eq. (20) the
energy-dependence of the ENDF/B dilute-average cross
section can be preserved exactly. Another advantage is that
comparisons of Monte Carlo calculations run with and
without the probability table method in order to determine
the effect of resonance self-shielding in the URR are sim-
plified if the effect of different dilute-average values is
removed. Finally, the scheme represented by eq. (21) pro-
vides an approximate way to allow for the energy-depen-
dence of the band cross sections between tabulated energy
points.

Care must be taken to ensure that there is no possibility
that the use of eq. (20) can result in the generation of a neg-
ative cross section value. This is accomplished in CONTAB
by choosing the Pmg in such a way that the smallest band
cross section is greater than or equal to the largest value of
Z - C N J O Y ( £ ) that could possibly occur in the super-
group.

V. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

PROTAB has been used to generate probability tables
for 52 nuclides based on parameters from ENDF/B-VI. A
portion of the results of a PROTAB calculation for ^ ^ is
given in Table 1. The data are for an incident neutron
energy of 2.5 keV and a temperature (also the master tem-
perature for this calculation) of 277 K. This calculation uti-
lized one million realizations for each energy point.

The condensed tables produced by CONTAB and used
by RACER typically have on the order of ten bands at ten
temperatures, and are tabulated at between about ten and
several tens of energy points. They are relatively compact,
requiring a few tens of kilowords of memory per nuclide for
a typical application. The computer running time for
RACER calculations is not appreciably affected by the use
of the probability tables. Table 2 shows a portion of a

CONTAB probability table for 239Pu at 28.740 keV and 277
K. For this calculation, ten equally-probable bands were
specified. Results of RACER calculations using PROTAB/
CONTAB-generated probability tables are given in Refer-



Band
No.

1
2
3

4
5
6

7

8
9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17
18

19
20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39
40

41
42

43

44

45

46

Band
Probability

l.OOOxlff*

1.000x10-*

7.000xlff*

8.000X10"6

3.800xl0"5

l.HOxlO"4

3.650X10"4

1.306xl(T3

5.045xl0"3

1.928xlO"2

6.475X10"2

1.180X10"1

1.246X10"1

1.O78X10"1

8.942X10-2

7.462X10"2

6.376X10'2

5.431X10"2

4.663xlO"2

3.952xlO"2

3.393xlO"2

2.901xlO"2

Z471xlO2

ZO98xlO"2

1.756xW2

1.444xl(r2

1.181xlO"2

9.397X10"3

7.693X10"3

5.877xlO"3

4.464xlO-3

3.377xlO"3

Z447xlO"3

1.674X10'3

1.156X10-3

7.720x10^

4.960X10"4

Z980X1O4

1.490XW4

9.400xl0-5

4.900X10"5

2.600xl0"5

8.000x10*

1.000x10*

2-OOOxlO-6

zoooxicr6

Total

4.345

5.364

5.734

6.219

6.808

7.456

8.121

8.840

9.636

1.050X101

1.140X101

1.235X101

1.341X101

1.460X101

1.589X101

1.731X101

1.885X101

2.052X101

2.235X101

2.433X101

2.649X101

2.885X101

3.141X101

3.420X101

3.724X101

4.053X101

4.414X101

4.804X101

5.232X101

5.700X101

6.204x10'

6.752X101

7.347X101

8.003X101

8.711X101

9.484X101

1.030X102

1.120X102

1.226X102

1.330X102

1.444X102

1.568X102

1.710X102

1.852xlO2

2.033xl02

2.204X102

Band Cross Sections
Elastic

Z888

4.388

3.931

5.024

5.377

5.971

6.695

7.553

8.383

9.315

1.020X101

1.084X101

1.124X101

1.154X101

1.178X101

LlCPxlO1

1.241X101

1.283X101

1.335X101

1.395X101

1.471X101

1.563X101

1.67 lxlO1

1.805X101

1.952X101

Z128X101

Z333X101

2.556X101

Z845X101

3.164X101

3.495X101

3.906X101

4.338X101

4.867X101

5.429X101

6.060X101

6.738X101

7.555X101

8.542X101

9.344X101

1.069X102

1.155X102

1.284X102

1.278X102

1.738X1O2

1.877xlO2

Capture

6.452X10"1

4.994X1O1

7.921X10"1

4.736X1O1

5.525X1O1

5.063X10'1

4.436X10"1

3.919X10"1

3.471X10'1

3.129X10"1

Z976X10"1

3.825X10"1

5.88OX1O-1

8.907X10"1

1.281

1.699

Z186

Z715

3.246

3.850

4.453

5.078

5.775

6.444

7.148

7.913

8.621

9.347

1.022X101

1.091X101

1.167X101

1.235X101

1.304X101

1.384X101

1.478X101

1.533X101

1.614X101

1.679X101

1.755X101

1.800X101

1.889X101

1.949X101

1.744X101

Z846X101

Z265X101

Z212X101

Fission

8.110XW1

4.765X1O1

1.011

7.207X10"1

8.792X10"1

9.794X10'1

9.823X1O1

8.948X10"1

9.059X10"1

8.694XW1

8.987X10"1

1.133

1^82

2.163

2.826

3.538

4^48

4.977

5.751

6.527

7.327

8.144

8.919

9.699

1.057X101

1.134x10'

1.219x10'

1.313X1O1

1.365X101

1.444X101

1.542X101

1.61 lxlO1

1.705X101

1.751X1O1

1.804X101

1.891X101

1.944X101

1.962X101

1.959X101

2.158X101

1.857X101

2.180X101

2.516X101

2.894X101

6.819

1.058X101

Table 1: PROTAB Probability Table for ^ P u at 2S keV and 277 K



ence 5.

We have found the probability table method to be a
very effective way to treat the URR in continuous energy
Monte Carlo calculations. It captures much of the energy
self-shielding effect at very little additional cost to the
Monte Carlo calculation. We have also found the division
of the process of generating the tables into two segments to
be very convenient PROTAB calculations, which may
require significant computational resources, need only be

performed infrequently—e.g., when the ENDF/B data
changes. These calculations may be run using a band struc-
ture much finer man one would use for a Monte Carlo cal-
culation. These tables may then be processed by CONTAB
repeatedly to generate tables for use in RACER with a vari-
ety of band and supergroup structures at very little compu-
tational cost.

The first author would like to thank Dr. Cecil R. Lubitz
and Dr. Luis Leal for helpful discussions and advice.

Band
No.

1
2

3

4
5
6
7
8
9

10

Band
Probability

l.OOOxlO-1

l.OOOxlO-1

l.OOOxlO-1

l.OOQxlO-1

l.OOOxlO-1

l.OOOxlO"1

l.oooxicr1

l.OOOxlO"1

LOOOxlO"1

l.OOOxlO"1

Total

1.126X101

1.189X101

1.254X101

U 6 5 X 1 0 1

1.333X101

1.344X101

1.417X101

1.466X101

1.55OX101

1.765X101

Band Cross Sections
Elastic

9.903

1.040X101

1.083X101

1.090X101

1.132X101

1.139X1O1

1.186X101

1.220X101

1.280X101

1.45 lxlO1

Capture

3.366X10"1

3.680X10"1

4.285X10"1

4.395X10'1

5.109X10"1

5.224X10"1

5.966XKT1

6.410X10'1

7.U0X10"1

8.469XKT1

Fission

1.025

1.121

1.285

1.316

1.501

1.531

1.713

1.824

1.990

2.291

Table 2: CONTAB Probability Table for 239Pu at 28.740 keV and 277 K
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